5 NOCHES – 6 DÍAS
VISITANDO
TLAQUEPAQUE, TEQUILA, TONALÁ,
GUACHIMONTONES AND GUADALAJARA

ARRIVAL TO GUADALAJARA.

DAY 1

TONALÁ AND TLAQUEPAQUE

DAY 2

TEQUILA

DAY 3

On this day the group will be welcomed with cocktails and specialty dhors
d’ ouvre, later they will be transferred in traditional horse drawn carriages to a
typical Mexican Restaurant situated in downtown Guadalajara. Diferent actors will
tell us this convet legend.

The second day the group will be transferred to a small town full of handmade art,
called “ Tonalá” , where they will visit workshop of “ barro petatillo” a beautiful
and unique technique, some museums and an authentic clay workshop where they
will be able to experience making their own piece. Afterward we will move to
another traditional and colorful town: “ Tlaquepaque” where they will be
welcomed by a Female Mariachi Band, they will have an exceptional lunch at the
Historical house and will have time to explore the main avenue full of art galleries
and shops. This afternoon we will experience a true Mexican Fair in downtown
Tlaquepaque and return to the hotel after enjoying a dinner with a prehispanic
dance lessons.

On the way to the city of Tequila, you will be able to see the blue agave
plantations, from wich the famous tequila, our national drink is made. This special
plant called “ agave azul tequilana weber” has a bluish gray color that will attract
your sight contrasting with the green and brown of the countryside. The incredible
landscape of the plantations of agave is a World Heritage Site recognized by
UNESCO.
You will visit the downtown area and a replica of an old distillery on the way to the
“ Rojeña” at Mundo Cuervo, to experience the entire process of elaboration.
Learn to distinguish the different types of tequila and enjoy sampling them.
The group will have time to walk in the town and explore its magic and finally a
night tour will be given around other distillery to awaken the participants senses,
with a special surprise prepared for you!

LABOR DE RIVERA, HACIENDA EL CARMEN Y GUACHIMONTONES.

DAY4

Today we will visit one of the most interesting archaeological sites in Mexico, known as
The Guachimontones. With unique circular pyramids, this site is over 2,000 years old.
After visiting the prehispanic site, we will now continue to one of the state’ s best
preserved haciendas, where a special Mexican cooking class will take place.
A wonderful way of learning about the Mexican cuisine, interacting with the locals and
enjoying a real Mexican Barbeque.
Now we will get ready to learn about Mexico's National Sport, the charrería.
After a full touristic day, they will have Relaxation time at Hacienda El Carmen where a
SPA treatment is offered.
Tonight we will gather around a bonfire to listen to romantic Mexican Music with delicious
food and drinks or enjoy a Huichol show.
GUADALAJARA

DA Y 5

DEPARTURE

DAY 6

During this fifth day, this morning will be dedicated to Social Responsibility. A list of
possibilities will be provided and the client will select the cause of preference. It can be
helping a school, various groups with disabilities, ecological and other causes.
Closing Dinner at the Cabañas Institute.
We will head to downtown Guadalajara to our great City Tour. "Characters, Facts and
Legends of Guadalajara” , continued by a cocktail at the habitual PIaza de los Mariachis",
as closing of this magical trip they will have dinner at Instituto Cultural Cabañas. a building
declared World Heritage by UNESCO for its beautiful murals made by José Clemente
Orozco. This dinner is entertained by the choir of Zapopan which is a high quality show with
the best talent in Jalisco and known worldwide

On this last day they will depart back to their respective place of origin. The group will be
always escorted by the organizers.

incentives@procesaeventos.com

HOTELS
RIU HACIENDA EL CARMEN
HACIENDA LABOR DE RIVERA
HACIENDA LA MAGDALENA
HILTON
PRESIDENTEINTERCONTINENTAL
FIESTAAMERICANA GRAND
VILLA GANZ
DEL CARMEN
CLARUM 101
LA VILLA DEL ENSUEÑO
LOS ABOLENGOS

incentives@procesaeventos.com

